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SUMMARY
The polar parabolic equation (POPE) method solves for the diffraction of sound by a curved surface
including a realistic sound speed profile. POPE is outlined briefly to describe diffraction which propagates the
field over a hill. Experimental data are compared with POPE predictions using the measured sound speed
profile and ground impedance. Two trial cases are considered for the comparisons: the helicopter located at
the base of the hill and far away from the base of the hill, respectively. The physical mechanisms for sound
propagation over a hill are examined with and of POPE calculations and experimental data. The shedding of
rays from the hillside gives an interference effect with a wave along the fiat surface beyond the base of a hill.
INTRODUCTION
The parabolic equation method 1 (PE) is a useful tool for outdoor sound propagation over flat, open,
locally reacting ground surface with a realistic sound speed profile. The polar parabolic equation method is an
extension of the PE method to solve non-line of sight sound propagation outdoors. POPE 2 introduces new
coordinate systems into the PE to explain diffraction over a curved surface such as a hill. The coordinate
system in POPE consists of the distance along the ground surface and the height perpendicular to the ground at
any point. To introduce this coordinate system, the hii is segmented as shown in Fig. 1. The standard PE
marches the field in range along the flat surface. POPE marches the field along the flat and curved surfaces.
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COMPARISONS TO DATA
In order to verify POPE, the Terrain Masking experimental data are compared with POPE using a
realistic sound speed profile. The Terrain Masking experiment was performed in the vicinity of Instrument
Hill at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, during the period 27-28 July 1991. To use POPE, a hill
shape is required which fits Instrument Hill as closely as possible. Figure 2 shows that the POPE hill and
Instrument Hill fit very closely. Two trial cases are selected for the comparisons: Trial 172405 and trial
204405. The reference microphone was mounted 3 m above the top of the hill.
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Trial 172405
Thehelicopterwashovering10m highabovethegroundsurface,200m awayfrom thesouthbaseof
InstrumentHill. Figure3 showsthecomparisonat 10Hz andFig.4 showsthecomparisonat21Hz. They
showreasonableagreementwitheachother.
Trial 204405
Thehelicopterwashovering17m abovethesouthbaseof InstrumentHill. Figure5showsthe
comparisonof thePOPEpredictionanddataat 10Hz. Figure6 showsthecomparisonat53Hz.
ThecomparisonswithexperimentaldataindicatethaiPOPEisagoodtool forpredictingnon-lineof
sight sound propagation outdoors where the source is located at the base ofa hil/or far away from a hill.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Generally, the data and POPE show that the sound level along the masked side of the hill decreases
_ linearly and the sound level along the flat surface beyond the base of the hill stays approximately constant or
, decreases slowly. At some frequencies along the..flat-surfade,, the sound level fluctuates with distance. In the
following, consider two different sections of the hill: the hillside and the flat surface beyond the base of the
hill.
A creeping wave was introduced in the residue series solution 3 f-orpropagation ovei:a C_ed su_aee.
The creeping wave propagates ove-r'a Curved surface within the shadowregion corresponding to the hidden
side over the top of a convex curved surface. The ground impedance mocl_e was intrqduced for a wave
propagating along the ground in the normal mode solution 4 in a downward refracting atmosphere which
corresPonds to the concave surface along the hillside. Therefore, the creeping wave propagates and couples
into a ground impedance mode along the hidden side of a hill;
The sheddingofmysfrom the creepingwave can reach the ground surface beyond the base of the hi/l,
but the ground impedance mode Propagates para!lel to  eflat surface. Th_e_ref0re, the total field along this
surface is determined by the suPerposition of rays whichhave been shed from the creeping wave and a wave
along the ground beyond the base of the hill. If_e shedding - rays and thewave along the flat surface are in
phase, the field level is increased at around 100 m beyond the north base of the hill as shown in Figs. 3
through6. The POPEc_culation _ Fig. 7 shows a deep interference minimum resulting from the shedding
rays and the wave along the surface _t around 570 m.
_ Wecondud e _at POPE predicts _e helicoPter n °ise propagation oyer a hill. Further, the POPE _
calculations and experimental data explain the physical mechanisms for sound propagation over a h_.
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Figure 1. Segmenting a 30 meter hill for comparison with conformal mapping.
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Figure 2. Elevation versus range for POPE-hill and Instrument Hill.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Terrain Masking experimental data with POPE calculation at 10 Hz when helicopter
hovers 10 m above the ground surface 200 m from the south base of Instrument Hill.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Terrain Masking experimental data with POPE calculation at 21 Hz when helicopter
hovers 10 m above the ground surface 200 m from the south base of Instrument Hill.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Terrain Masking experimental data with POPE calculation at 10 Hz when helicopter
hovers 17 m above the south base of Instrument Hill.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Terrain Masking experimental data with POPE calculation at 53 Hz when helicopter
hovers 17 m abovethe south base of Instrument FIili_ ....
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Figure 7. Comparison of Terrain Masking experimental data with POPE calculation at 115.7 Hz.
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